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Sexy, Romantic, Relaxing Smooth R&B and Latin Jazz 9 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, JAZZ: Latin

Jazz Details: Sexy, Latin styles and romantic, smooth jazz grooves, "Midnight" sets the mood. Whether

dining by candlelight with friends, relaxing with a fine wine by the fireplace or enjoying an intimate,

sensual evening with your lover, "Midnight" is the perfect choice. Written, arranged and produced by

Michael Brandeburg, "Midnight" includes guest performers; Windham Hill Records smooth jazz and Latin

star Ray Obiedo on electric guitar, Columbia Records and Mercury Records virtuoso Jackie King on

classical guitar, and the great studio artist Norbert Stachel on Sax. For years, Michael has written tracks

for many top San Francisco Bay Area CD's including Michael Bolivar's "You Touch My Heart" and "In the

City," and Cat Austin's "Tempting Fate" on which he wrote the single "Where Do We Go from Here."

Brandeburg performed on Debbie Voltura's "Who's in the Way But Me" and "Vanilla Ella" (recorded live at

the Coddingtown Jazz Series) with his band, Michael Brandeburg and Friends. "Midnight" is the perfect

gift. Treat yourself today and enjoy! Reviews: "A great musician is a pioneer, an explorer who searches

for new places, finds new ground, reaches for new heights. Sometimes he finds it, sometimes he doesn't,

but he never stops searching. Michael Brandeburg is such a musician, such an explorer. He never quits

trying and his latest adventure, " Midnight" is what makes him one of the great new pioneers of the new

millennium. Join him at "Midnight" and you'll hear what I mean..." - BUD KATZEL, Record Industry

Executive "Michael Brandeburg has assembled some of the finest musicians in the Bay Area for his new

project. The result is smooth, sensual and jazzy....everything we're looking for in new music for KJZY." -

ROB SINGLETON, KJZY FM
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